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Abstract

We describe a recognition, validation and segmentation system as an intelligent preprocessor for automatic pronunciation evaluation. The system is developed for large-scale high stake foreign language tests, where it is necessary to reduce human workload and ensure fair evaluation.

Index Terms: L2 learning, speech recognition, reading validation

1. Introduction

The Digitala project aims to create a spoken language test process for national high stakes matriculation examinations, initially for L2 Swedish for native Finnish upper secondary school students. We have previously established the use of computerised testing environments and the need to use all available technologies to reduce the human reviewer workload in [1].

In this demonstration we show our work on automatically recognising, validating and segmenting read text prompts. We describe how we tolerate human reading mistakes, or miscues. Then we justify a method to reject utterances, which we take to mean the audio recording of reading one prompt. Finally we outline the post-processing step and conclude.

To try out the demonstration system the user is invited to read some prompts aloud for the computer. The detected miscues and computed statistics are exposed to the user, along with the acceptance verdict. The user can then listen to and verify the truncated output. A block diagram of the system shows the structure of the demonstrated system in figure 1. We also exhibit our automatic pronunciation assessment system, where this system is a preprocessor. Figure 2 shows a screen capture of the automatic pronunciation assessment system in use.

2. Miscue tolerant recognition

The demonstration system first decodes the user’s reading of the given prompt. The language model is very restricted, but tolerates miscues. The most common reading miscues include repetition, partial or wrong pronunciation, skipping words and adding words which do not appear in the original prompt. Other human noises such as coughing and verbal filler sounds might not be best described as miscues, but in practice we prepare for them as they present the same type of challenge.

The speech recognition task is quite close to forced alignment: we know the words the readers are supposed to say, and their order. This leads to a relatively small search space, which entails fast and accurate recognition. However, the speakers are tested precisely because they are not fluent, and will produce more miscues than native readers.

We use the Kaldi speech recognition toolkit, which is built from the start to use finite state transducers [2]. We use a finite state acceptor to model reading and build the grammar transducer for each prompt separately based on hand-crafted rules. For designing the finite state acceptors we have closely followed the work done in Carnegie Mellon University’s Project LISTEN, described in [3]. Our new implementation is available online\textsuperscript{1}; it includes some intricacies involving homophones and integration with the Kaldi toolkit. Our recogniser leverages up-to-date deep neural network acoustic models.

3. Utterance and recognition validation

After an initial recognition pass, the demonstration system validates acceptability of the utterance for further automatic assessment. Being able to reject a reading attempt as unfit for automatic assessment can help in building a fair system, both when it is the fault of the system and when the reader can be blamed.

\textsuperscript{1}https://github.com/Gastron/miscue-tolerant-lm-fst
If the reading attempt is not well described by the presumptions of the system, then any later assessment will be somewhat unjustified.

Our demonstration system may ask the test taker to repeat a prompt, which is a big potential advantage. Of course, this affects the nature of the test somewhat: the test taker is given a second chance. We stress that the alternative may be performing automatic assessment on false premises.

The task of choosing which attempts to reject is performed using machine learning methods, which will have its own errors. Our demonstration system also supports hand-crafted rules. For example, the test preparer may have used a specific difficult word and may wish to require it to be present for automatic assessment.

3.1. Learned rejection boundaries

The feature set is gathered from automatic speech recognition output. This holds an assumption that an attempt’s suitability for automatic assessment is correlated with the attempt’s suitability for automatic speech recognition methods. We expect this to be true since we use similar methods and similar data in building the systems, but this remains to be tested when larger data sets are acquired.

Two types of features are included: statistics describing the output, such as percentage of target phonemes that were found and number of miscues detected and automatic speech recognition confidences, which indicate how well the speech recognition model seems to describe the utterance. There are two reasons we would want to reject an utterance: that our tools do not work for the utterance or that the utterance does not work for our tools. The difference is in the source of errors, but we expect the symptoms to be similar.

In practice we train a binary classifier on a data set which we have manually inspected and labeled. We expect to have a large majority of accepted utterances. A support vector machine has been our initial choice. Its prediction rules can be interpreted easily, which is important for a transparent test procedure.

4. Segmentation and post-processing

In the post-processing step, we gather the outputs to be passed to the automatic assessment system. Our current automatic pronunciation rating system is based on phoneme-level statistics. Therefore we retrieve phoneme-level segmentation. We also deduce which spoken words correspond to which prompt words. Figure 3 shows example output waveform annotated. We are also developing prosodic feature extraction to enable automatic prosodic analysis.

An open question remains as to what to do if there are multiple attempts at pronouncing a given word. In our system, the last attempt is assumed to be the one the reader was happy with; but we could also score each pronunciation attempt and choose to keep the best one or perhaps the average. We also compute a variety of other parameters such as number of miscues, acoustic confidences and speaking rate.

5. Conclusion

We have described a system which recognises, validates and segments read prompts, and we have justified its place in a nation-wide computerised spoken L2 language examination process. Larger data sets are needed for developing and testing performance, but the technical implementation is demonstrated. The effect on human workload and test fairness remain to be quantified.
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